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Little jewels: Ai Weiwei remembers quake’s child
victims in intimate scale
Chinese artist has previously made art from steel reinforcers - rebar - recovered at ‘tofu’ schools
where pupils were crushed in 2008 Sichuan disaster; now he’s made miniature gold rebars and
turned them into jewellery
Enid Tsui
enid.tsui@scmp.com (mailto:enid.tsui@scmp.com)
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The World of Suzie Wong, 55 years on:
archives opened to revisit 1960s Hong
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Ai Weiwei, the Chinese artist whose works are often as supersized as his
reputation, has created new works to commemorate the schoolchildren who
died in the 2008 Sichuan earthquake - but this time on a more intimate scale.
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comment)
Ai, currently in Germany as a visiting professor at the Berlin University of the
Arts, has made a series of 24-carat gold jewellery pieces patterned to look like
miniature rebars used to reinforce buildings. He says he hopes the wearers
Print
will remember the children who perished under fallen, poorly constructed
(http://www.scmp.com/print/lifestyle/arts“tofu” schools that lacked precisely the reinforcement that could have saved entertainment/article/1877884/littleRELATED TOPICS
young lives.
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Chinese artist Ai
Weiwei to collect
Lego from fans
around world for
artwork after toy firm
refuses to sell him
bricks on ‘political
grounds’
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Mapping Ai Weiwei:
Crowds flock for
glimpse of artist's
'readymade' at
London retrospective
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One of Ai Weiwei’s works from the “Rebar in Gold” series.

The May 12, 2008 earthquake was one of the most devastating natural
disasters to hit China in recent years, killing nearly 90,000 people and
permanently displacing countless communities in the mountainous region. But
what angered activists like Ai and Tan Zuoren
(http://www.scmp.com/news/china/article/1458374/activist-tan-zuoren-defiant-after-5-year-prisonterm-probe-sichuan) ,

a lawyer jailed for five years for speaking out on the issue,
was the fact that endemic corruption had resulted in schools so badly built that
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they killed those inside.
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One of Ai Weiwei’s works from the “Rebar in Gold” series on display at the Elisabetta
Cipriani gallery in London.

These schools were defenceless against tremors of magnitude 7.9. As a direct
result, thousands of schoolchildren were killed, according to an online crowdsourcing project launched by Ai in 2008 to independently assess the scale of
the tragedy.
“The problem was not just about building
safety. It’s about a respect for lives. China
was in a pretty bad shape for more than 100
years. All those wars, famines and other
struggles mean that there haven’t been
enough moral and philosophical discussions
about what life is,” he says by phone from his
Berlin studio.
Despite a nationwide crackdown on
corruption under President Xi Jinping, the
country’s culture still doesn’t respect lives, he
says, which is why he goes on reminding people
of what happened seven years ago.

The records [of the
earthquake victims]
will be there
forever. One day,
people will realise
that we made such
an effort
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AI WEIWEI

Such views, and his public contempt for the government’s desire to play down
the corruption angle in the aftermath of the quake, landed him in trouble with
the authorities and made him a global human rights icon.
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In 2009, he suffered a cerebral haemorrhage after being beaten up by police
in Chengdu, Sichuan. In 2011, he was held in solitary confinement for 81 days
and had his passport confiscated. It was only this summer that he was allowed
to travel abroad again (http://www.scmp.com/news/world/article/1858528/his-passportunexpectedly-returned-ai-weiwei-attends-own-exhibition?comment-sort=recommended) , in time
for a major retrospective at London’s Royal Academy of Art.

One of Ai Weiwei’s works from the “Rebar in Gold” series.

Still, not a lot of people in China have heard his messages. “We have held a
lot of events since the earthquake to refresh people’s memory. Every day, we
have been posting on Twitter the names (http://twitter.com/hashtag/512Birthday?
src=hash) of schoolchildren who would have been celebrating their birthday that
day. We have made movies, sound recordings with hundreds of earthquake
victims. In all my exhibitions I always have a room to remind people of that.
We have been met with tremendous difficulty. I have been fined, arrested and
injured,” he says.

One of the many schools reduced to rubble in the 2008 earthquake. Photo: Robert Ng

He vows to continue trying to make himself heard. “The records [of the
earthquake victims] will be there forever. One day, people will realise that we
made such an effort. I will feel great comfort on behalf of the children who
passed away because of corruption,” he says.
The artist, who once made an installation out of 3,000 bicycle frames, expects

essentials-2016-now)

the jewellery collection to have a different kind of impact to that of his larger
works. “Jewellery were the first objects human beings created. We like to put
on something that is very private, to keep a memory of important events and
to give to friends and relatives. I think because they are so personal, and
intimately related to the human body, that they are a very interesting area to
explore,” he says.
He first adopted the rebar motif after visiting the worst-hit areas following the
earthquake and saw contorted steel rebars among the rubble of destroyed
school buildings. He subsequently recovered 200 tonnes of the material from
scrapyards and used them in artworks.

One of Ai Weiwei’s works from the “Rebar in Gold” series on display at the Elisabetta
Cipriani gallery in London.

The choice of gold is meant to be ironic. The precious metal is associated with
eternity and wealth, a stark contrast to the fate of those schoolchildren. It is
also a malleable material. Ai has twisted different lengths of the miniature
rebars into bracelets that are for sale at £22,900-£45,500 (HK$270,000 to
HK530,000) each; the wearer can adapt them into rings or necklaces.
Ai has been back in Beijing since he attended the opening of a major
retrospective in London this September and so far, there has been no
restriction on his movements. He says he has no idea whether his current
freedom is because his anti-corruption campaign has become more in tune
with the government’s direction.
“It’s not a very transparent progress. You just don’t know,” he says.
The collection, called “Rebar in Gold”, is on show at the Elisabetta Cipriani
gallery in London from November 12, 2015 until January 16, 2016.
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